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About Blockchain Europe 
Blockchain Europe has been set up as a project to establish a 
European blockchain institute. The project is funded with 7.7 
million euros by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Innovation, 
Digitalization and Energy of the State of North Rhine-Westpha-
lia. The project consortium includes the Dortmund Fraunhofer 
Institutes IML and ISST as well as the Chair of Enterprise Logis-
tics and the Chair of Materials Handling and Warehousing at 
the TU Dortmund University. Following the project period, it is 
to be established as a sustainable and permanent facility. 
 

blockchain
europe.nrw

Funded by the Ministry of Economic Af-
fairs, Innovation, Digitalization and Energy 
of North Rhine-Westphalia (MWIDE)



A research institute in the heart of Europe. This is where  the future  
of logistics and supply chain management is shaped.

PLAGUED BY  PLAGUED BY  
PAPER-BASED PAPER-BASED 
PROCESSESPROCESSES
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THE STORY 
BEGINS HERE . . .



Complex supply chains must be digitized and operate paperlessly. 
A difficult challenge. What are the options? Who disturbs?

A package with a mysterious display is at the door. 
Benjamin courageously presses the confirmation 
button and triggers unexpected processes. 

a
Package 
is being 
Delivered

What just happened? Is it magic?  No, it‘s blockchain!
a Smart Contract has been fulfilled? Just one click 
and  a payment was triggered? Where does the data go?   

BENJAMIN Wants 
to know more!

Benjamin decides to investigate. What is blockchain? What are 
smart contracts? Automated processes? Is it even secure? 
How does it work? 

What just happened? Is it magic?  
No, it‘s blockchain!

And suddenly... What happens to him? 

TRANSFORMATION BEGINS



LEDGER MAN

I am here to make the world  
a better place with Blockchain!

After his initial research and transformation into Ledger Man, Benjamin Diehard is both happy and confused. Still 
alone in his office at the research institute, he wonders what happened to him.

W h at  h a p p e n e d  to  m e ?W h at  h a p p e n e d  to  m e ?

The logo belongs to 

Blockchain Europe -  

responsible person: Prof. 

Michael Henke.

To the office!

There was a logo 
on the display...

HE DECIDES TO INVESTIGATE
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Blockchain Europe is an agency with a community of pioneers, outstanding experts and Silicon Economists.

The Master of Blockchain was already waiting for him. 
Benjamin is now a member of the Agency.

Together, they will shape the 
future with blockchain. The 
mission: The rise of the Block-
chain era. 
Benjamin is completely eupho-
ric. But he still can‘t imagine 
what the future will bring. 
One thing is certain: it
will be a disruptive change.

He Steps into 
the boss‘s 
office

Benjamin receives an order to send a package.

What is that?

He thinks of Blockchain and transformation sets in again.



ON A MISSION . . . 

On to the border between France and Great Britain: Ledger Man implements blockchain 
and blockchain-enabled IoT devices to digitize customs processing end-to-end.



Back in the office ...

THE END

Caution. Dangerous goods ...

THIS IS SAM  ...

... plagued by paper-based processes.
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The handling of dangerous goods is subject to strict legal regulations and a high documentation requirement.

Sam is desperate and seeks help.

Ledger Man gets an SOS call from Sam via his Hero Agency Blockchain Europe App.
Ledger Man implements blockchain technology into the dangerous goods supply chain,
enabling more efficient and paperless processing.

Blockchain enables trusted, transparent 
exchange of sensitive data and efficient dan-
gerous goods management in compliance with 
legal and regulatory requirements. So up, up to 
Sam.

BENjamin 
turns into 
ledger man

NO WORRIES!
BLOCKCHAIN 
WILL SOLVE 

YOUR 
PROBLEM



Instead of paper, the electronic transport document - a comprehensive cross-company solution that enables
transparent, secure and complete documentation.

THE END

Tom works in the automotive industry.

During the break, he dreams about his new car. Unfortunately, it takes soooo long until it finally arrives. 
Why can‘t it be manufactured faster?
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He heard about this the mythical ledger man”,
 maybe he can help?

Benjamin is deeply immersed in his research, when an SOS call comes in...

Here I should 
combine block-

chain with other 
technologies.

He opens the hero app and seeks help from the Blockchain Europe innovation ecosystem.

Let‘s not waste time! Let‘s go!

The support from the hero app has also just arrived on the scene: Ally Mate is his partner
from the Silicon Economy. Her superpower is linking through platforms.

Together, Ally Mate and Ledger Man come up with a plan. Platforms are connecting all the players in the 
supply chain, and blockchain is enabling automated contracts and transactions.



Optimization with Blockchain ... Optimization with Platforms ...

Together great things can be realized. Always remember: You never walk alone.

THE END

Ledger Man - the mysterious figure in the sky - has 
made many headlines. People are wondering, who is 
behind it? And what is blockchain?

In the newspapers, Sam and Tom tell 
stories of Ledger Man who helped them.

Of course, it is also discussed on TV ... This was also the case on Sandy Ask‘s t alk show ...

Benjamin Diehard also watches the biggest talk show 
on television.

The guest is Jeffrey Gloomster, a textile producer.  
The topic: The new supply chain act.
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The first question to Mr. Bloomster.

The interactive talk show also allows viewers to join in the discussion.

Obviously, the textile producer does not seem to discuss very objectively. 
Opinions differ strongly on the subject of blockchain.

Benjamin gets furi-
ous. As a Blockchain 
Evangelist, he doesn‘t 
share Mr. Gloomster‘s 
opinion.

Sandy picks up the headlines from the newspapers.

Mr. Gloomster blushes with anger. Is it all a big conspiracy?

Time for the transformation! Ledger Man joins the discussion. Fake News? He needs to clear up the situation.



Ledger Man decides to take a closer look at Mr. Gloomster‘s supply chain. Blockchain provides transparency and 
traceability, in line with the new supply chain act. Oops, Gloomster probably didn‘t expect that ...

The viewers like that.

mr. Gloomster does not like it at all.

Sandy is right...

THE END



CHECK IT OUT

link to the video


